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INTRODUCTION
Wavelabs is committed to building technology capabilities that create
seamless, impactful experiences for the clients. We are a team of
domain specialists, tech nerds, data scientists, design practitioners
and product strategists eager to build you cutting-edge products and
solutions in an agile and iterative development model.
To further this, we have launched Wavelabs Insight—an internal
artiﬁcial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) reference
architecture that accelerates building, and deploying AI applications
at scale. This end-to-end AI workﬂow can manage data, train, evaluate,
and deploy models, make predictions, and monitor them. The system
supports traditional ML models, time-series forecasting, and deep
learning (DL).
In this whitepaper, we will discuss the architecture that Wavelabs
Insight is built on and walk through the workﬂow of this powerful new
AI framework.
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WHY WAVELABS INSIGHT?
Artiﬁcial Intelligence based systems and applications, especially the
deep learning models with convolutional and recurrent neural
networks are now everywhere and analyze massive amounts of audio,
image, video, text and graphical data, with applications in machine
translation, understanding objects and scenes, mapping and GIS apps,
ranking user preferences, ad placement, etc. Competing frameworks
for building these networks such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, Caffe, MXNet
etc., explore different tradeoffs between usability and expressiveness,
research or production orientation and supported hardware. With the
rapid advances in all these areas, especially the new-age hardware
that is now available for inferencing on the edge, these gaps may get
wider and the differences more pronounced as specializations
become differentiators.
The ﬂip side of these tradeoffs is that data scientists and machine
learning engineers generally have a steep learning curve before
attaining the expertise required to take a heterogeneous ensemble of
models built on different frameworks to production and optimizing
them for speciﬁc hardware.
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WAVELABS INSIGHT FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE
Any large enterprise will typically have its data distributed across
multiple systems of records residing in various departments with
strict ownerships, access and usage rights. The ﬁrst challenge
would be to locate the right data sources and get the access to
them. Then, the data needs to be sourced and collated into a
central location for analyzing.
After the desired set of data is identiﬁed, cleansed and analyzed,
it needs to be tagged for supervised learning of the AI models.
The tagging exercise can be very tedious and time-consuming.
However, it is imperative that it is implemented under the strict
supervision of domain experts to ensure that the tagged data is
of the highest quality and that the AI model trained on the
dataset will produce desired results. Finally, the tagged dataset is
split into training and validation sets by the data scientists before
they start to train the AI models. Owing to the large datasets, the
AI model training needs to be done in a distributed GPU
environment with orchestration of complex workﬂows. The
trained model along with the training parameters is then stored
in a model repository, from which it is deployed.
When a ML engineer successfully takes a trained model to
production, there is a likelihood of data drift—predictions on live
data may not have the same accuracy seen on the test dataset
used to generate that model. The deep learning frameworks or
libraries themselves don’t provide the supporting infrastructure
needed to analyze why the model behaves differently in
production environment. It typically is left to the engineers to
reinvent the wheel for monitoring, debugging and visualizing
this pathological behavior.
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All in all, designing an end-to-end pipeline for an AI application
and taking it to production with a service-level agreement that
clients ﬁnd satisfactory is several months of effort. And to add to
that, the maintenance required to ensure that everything stays
stable, involves a few more months of infrastructure work.
This requires a well-planned deployment approach using a
pipeline that is designed to abstract and automate some of the
data engineering, model training, deployment and monitoring
process. Any framework designed to realize this end-to-end
pipeline must essentially consist of the following workﬂow steps:

Gathering and managing data
Training and evaluating models
Deploying and scaling models to make predictions
Monitoring predictions and initiating remedial actions

Wavelabs Insight is a unique framework that helps implement
the above pipeline using a mix of open source software
modules and some key components built in-house. Open
source components are mature modules, and we fork,
customize, and contribute back as needed.
The framework uses both cloud and on-premise infrastructure
to compute, process and store data. It also has built-in
monitoring and management tools, integrated into the
framework.
The framework can handle key industry use cases and data
models, such as classiﬁcation, semantic segmentation, time
series prediction, different aspects of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) etc. Wavelabs Insight is implementationagnostic, and we augment support to new algorithms and
other AI frameworks.
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Figure 1 - Wavelabs Insight Technical Architecture
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DATA MANAGEMENT PIPELINE
Identifying the right set of features is often the hardest part of any machine
learning application and it has been found that building and managing data
pipelines is typically one of the most complex and costliest pieces of a complete
machine learning solution. Identifying and aggregating the data available both
within and outside the enterprise is the ﬁrst step in building a robust data
pipeline. Once the data is cleansed, transformed and stored in a data lake, the
framework should provide standard tools to generate features and label datasets
for training (and re-training) and feature-only datasets for prediction. The
pipelines need to be scalable and performant and they should incorporate
integrated monitoring for data ﬂow and data quality, and support both online
and ofﬂine training and predicting.

1. DATA LABELING
Supervised deep learning requires a lot of labeled data, which is usually
expensive to procure and time consuming to build in-house. We explored
tools and framework for labeling data in various ﬁelds of application, e.g.
Intelligent Enterprise, Medical Imaging, Predictive Maintenance etc. We
checked and tested open source tools such as ITK-SNAP, RIL-Contour, etc. as
well as commercial products like Supervisely and AI-annotation services
offered through different vendors. We also built in-house expertise in
augmenting intelligence in data through deep learning as well as generating
synthetic data.

The options that we looked at are:
Crowdsourcing (Mechanical Turk) - cheap and scalable, but less reliable.
Needs QC process to make it effective
Hiring in-house annotating team - less QC needed, but expensive and
slow to scale
Work with data labeling service companies - good option in most cases,
domain experience for very speciﬁc use cases must be established
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We have explored several open source tools and in-house scripts for annotation of
both image and video data. This works well for the initial Proof of Concept (PoC) or the
demo stage, but the options mentioned above must be considered for the ﬁnal
production rollout.

2. DATA VISUALIZATION
Graphic representation of data is done using different tools speciﬁc to use cases. It
involves producing images that communicate relationships among the represented
data to viewers of the images. This communication is achieved through the use of a
systematic mapping between graphic marks and data values in the creation of the
visualization. Such tools can range from:
Simple python scripts to look at patterns within the data
Statistical data analysis plots
Overlay annotation on top of original images
Recompose annotated frames into video streams for QC
State-of-the-art image and graphic manipulation tools like the
ones used in medical imaging annotation

Some of these visualization tools may also help with generating labeled data in
case of supervised learning applications.

3. FEATURE ENGINEERING
Feature engineering tools are primarily used to discover patterns among large
volumes of data and to transform data into more reﬁned and actionable insights.
This often includes creating various types of derived ﬁelds with the existing data like
aggregates, statistically derived quantities, time series null ﬁlling etc.
This technique, sometimes also called Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), utilizes
speciﬁc algorithms, statistical analysis, and database capabilities coupled with
speciﬁc programming in languages like Python, R, Scala or Spark.
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4. DATA STORAGE
Data storage options explored and tested as part of Wavelabs Insight, includes
Object store: Store binary data (images, sound ﬁles, compressed texts)
Database: Store metadata (ﬁle paths, labels, user activity, etc).

o

Postgres: One of the top choices for most of the applications, with the
best-in-class SQL and great support for unstructured JSON

o

MongoDB: Good option for a NoSQL DB

Data lake: Aggregates features which are not obtainable from database, such
as logs - Hadoop, Amazon Redshift
Feature store: To store, access, and share machine learning features. Feature
extraction could be computationally expensive and nearly impossible to scale,
hence re-using features by different models and teams is the key to high
performing ML teams
In training, as part of our pipeline development effort, we would have the data
available on local or networked ﬁlesystem (NFS).
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Figure 2 - Wavelabs Insight End-to-end Data Pipeline
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AI TRAINING PIPELINE
A distributed model training pipeline should scale up to handle millions of training
samples and scale down to small datasets for quick iterations.
With the data pipeline set up and the features identiﬁed and isolated into a store,
the process of training can begin with the selected algorithms. This requires
creating a model conﬁguration ﬁle that speciﬁes the model type, hyper-parameters,
data source reference, as well as compute resource requirements like the number
of machines, amount of memory required, whether or not to use GPUs, etc. It is
used to conﬁgure the training job, which can be used to run on a cluster like
Hadoop YARN or Mesos.
After the model is trained, performance metrics (e.g., ROC curve, PR curve or IOU
graph) are computed and stored as well as made available on a dashboard. At the
end of training, the original conﬁguration, the learned parameters, and the
evaluation reports are all saved back into the model repository for analysis and
deployment.
We have implemented and tested large-scale distributed training data of deep
neural networks speciﬁcally for semantic segmentation, multi-class classiﬁcation
and time-series models. We are continuously exploring new model algorithms to
serve our clients’ needs. Distributed models are trained in cloud infrastructure,
speciﬁcally in AWS cloud under Sage Maker environment or GCP using Jupyter
Notebook.
Models are conﬁgured and tested against different optimization algorithms as well
as schedulers and processing loops are visualized using visualization tools like
Tensorboard.
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AI INFERENCE PIPELINE
MODEL SERVING
The model serving pipeline consists of setting up the infrastructure for model
deployment and setting up data ﬂows for inferencing.
A model can be deployed for inferencing in a batch processing mode where
the predictions are done ofﬂine and made available for consumption by the
frontend by storing them in a data store. Hence also the name ‘ofﬂine
deployment’.
Online or real-time deployment, on the other hand, consists of deploying the
model for invocation by the frontend applications in real-time while serving a
user request. Hence, online deployed models typically receive their
inferencing data in real-time via a data stream or application session data
passed on while making the API call to the model.
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However, these models may still need to use features that are computed
ofﬂine in batch mode and made available via the feature store. The serving
pipeline also needs to provision the deployment of multiple models to
facilitate A/B testing. Managing the deployments via containers abstracts the
model itself from the calling applications and facilitates a ‘hot swap’
architecture construct.
MONITORING
During the training process a model is trained and evaluated based on the
historical data available at that time. Data drift between historical training
data and live production data is a well-established fact and it is important to
set up adequate monitoring mechanisms to make sure that a model is
working well post deployment. It is critical to constantly monitor the
prediction stream to ensure that the incoming data is accurate, and the
environment has not changed in a way that can introduce anomalies.
The monitoring pipeline should be able to log both the data and the
prediction streams and also be able to correlate the prediction with the
actual observed outcomes at a later time. The anomalies thus detected can
be labeled and sent into the retraining pipeline for continuous
improvements of the model accuracies.
WORKFLOW AND ORCHESTRATION
To tie all of these together and provide easy access to this framework or the
end users, a web-based UI and a rich API layer also needs to be built. It would
consist of a management application that serves the web UI and API layers
and also integrates with the existing enterprise monitoring and alerting
infrastructure.
This layer would also house a robust workﬂow engine that is used to
orchestrate the batch data pipelines, create and schedule training jobs,
batch prediction jobs, and coordinate the deployment of models into both
the batch and online containers. Included as part of the UI should be a
dashboard for consuming the model training and evaluation reports as well
as the performance monitoring statistics of the serving pipeline.
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INNOVATION USING
ITERATIVE, EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES
Advancements in technologies appear almost every single day. With many of these
technologies, there are no tried and tested business models or “best practices” in place.
With innovation at our core, we build competencies to gain competitive advantage by
learning and experimenting with different workﬂows to ﬁnd what works best for our clients.
In today’ s world, clients need an approach where “time-to-value” — when they can actually
beneﬁt and can use the solution — is measured in weeks not months.
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AGILE DELIVERY PODS
Our agile pods consist of 4-10 specialists with skillsets and experience levels complementing
each other, assembled to suit the client’s project needs with the ultimate business goal of
improving customer satisfaction and reducing time-to-market.

BENEFITS OF THE POD COMPOSITION
DIVERSE SKILLSETS

In a POD structure, you would have access to a team of cross-functional
employees, at a ﬁxed cost.
FASTER DELIVERY CYCLE

With our POD structure, we can be truly agile. Our pods can ﬁnd the right
solution in the shortest timespan possible.
MAINTAIN CONTINUITY

The scope, key roles and speciﬁc responsibilities of the pod through different
phases of the project are kept consistent to prevent functionality loss and
mistranslated speciﬁcations.

SUMMARY
While it may look like a huge investment of time and resources to build and
deploy a platform like this, the truth is that it can be built incrementally as we
keep deploying our ﬁrst few models into production. It is the understanding and
holistic view of the end-to-end pipeline that is the key to successful deployment
and scaling of enterprise-wide AI systems. Wavelabs Insights is specially designed
to help accelerate and simplify this journey
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Contributor: Debiprasad Banerjee, SVP & Practice Head - Data and AI
At Wavelabs, Debi leads our AI practice, building it into a key differentiator for the
company. He also plays a significant role in managing large customer portfolios and
delivering on strategy and consulting assignments for customers across the globe.
In the last two decades, Debi has worked in many large Consulting and Technology
Services organizations like PWC, Cognizant etc., managing customer relationships and
delivering large scale projects to clients in BFSI & Telecom industries. He has studied
Advanced Strategy at IIM Calcutta and also holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering
from BIT Ranchi.
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